
 

 

Power of attorney 
 

 
Date ______ 

 
 
I, (name, first name), "___" ________ born, a native of ___________ _____________ citizen of 
_______, residing at: ____________________________________________, passport series ___ № 
________________, issued "____" _________ _______ year, authorize: 
 
Istanbul Bar Association’s lawyer -  Dr Harun Kilic 
(Address: Astoria Kempinski, Kul A Et. 8-10, etc. Byuyyukdere, d. 127, 34394, Esentepe, Istanbul, 
Turkey, the IRS: Zinzhirlikuyu, Istanbul - № 179 158 565 30) 
 
and 
 
Istanbul Bar Association’s lawyer  - Ceren Cansu Kara 
(Address: Astoria Kempinski, Kul A Et. 8-10, etc. Byuyyukdere, d. 127, 34394, Esentepe, Istanbul, 
Turkey, ID №: 41197286198) 
 
to solely or jointly represent my rights and protect the interests in the process of the management 
of all necessary procedures for the sale and purchase of a real estate located and registered in 
Turkey at ___________________________________________________________________, 
 
For this purpose I entrust them with the right to be my representatives in all institutions and 
organizations, in the executive and supervisory bodies, in the notary's office, including in the 
presence of the officials of the Land Registry Office to request the recording of information in the 
official registration acts, as well as in all tax committees dealing with complaints, due to the wrong 
taxing, etc., to give and to receive necessary information notes, certificates and documents, to 
analyze the contractual documentation, make changes, to register the contract and the transfer of 
ownership rights with the State Registration Chamber and the Land Registry, with the right to 
receive a  certificate of state registration of rights and all necessary registered documents, to make 
statements on my behalf, to make required payments, to sign on my behalf, if necessary, to 
terminate the contract and to perform all activities related to the implementation of this order, if 
necessary, to appoint/subcontract  one or more lawyers acting alone or in association with them, 
and to terminate their powers. 
 
 
___________________________________________________________________________  
(Last, First name) 
 
 
 
Signature and stamp of the consular institutions of Turkey 
 


